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Abstract

An investigation is presented here on the dynamic structural response of

the primary vessel's head closure to slug impact loadings generated from a

1000 MJ source term. The reference reactor considered was designed in a loop

configuration. The head structure consisted of a deck and a triple rotatable

plug assembly. Two designs were considered for the deck structure: a refer-

ence design and an alternate design. The reference deck was designed as a

single flat annular plate. For the alternate design, the deck plate was rein-

forced by adding an extender cylinder with a flange and flanged webs between

the deck-plate and cylinder.

Our investigation showed that the reference design cannot maintain con-

tainment integrity when subjected to slug loading generated by a 1000 MJ

source term. It was determined that the head deformed excessively. The ex-

cessive deformation would, at least, permanently disengage the HCDA seals.

More importantly, however, it appears that the entire TRP assembly would be

disengaged from the deck creating a large opening for sodium expulsion. With

regard to the alternate design, the computations indicated that the deck de-

formations were acceptable and that no sodium expulsion would occur at the

deck-plug juncture.



1. Introduction

Liquid-metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) have been designed either as a

loop system or a pool system. In the loop system, which has been the choice

for the Fast Test Reactor (FTR) and Clinch River Breeder (CRBR), the reactor

core, fuel handling equipment, and instrument tree are contained within the

reactor vessel. The majority of the components for the primary heat transport

system (PHTS), such as pumps and heat exchanges, are connected outside the

vessel.

The head closure of the primary vessel is an important structural compon-

ent of the system as well as a barrier to the release of fission products from

the primary system under both normal and accident conditions. Our concern in

this paper is the response of a large loop-type head closure to slug impact

generated from a 1000 MJ source term.

An initial study on the dynamic response of a loop-type head closure to

an HCDA was reported by Kulak [1]. In that paper, an investigation of the

transient structural response of a representative loop-type head closure to a

hypothetical core disruptive accident (HCDA) was reported. The vessel head

closure consisted entirely of the triple rotatable plug (TRP) assembly which

was constructed from circular flat plates. A 180 degree finite element model

for the TRP was developed and used to simulate the dynamic response. Results

indicated that maximum absolute plug displacements were under 7 cm and some

regions of the TRP became plastic.

In the above study, the head closure had a nominal outside diameter of
6.53 m and a nominal thickness of 0.53 m. Here we are concerned with the head
closure of a reactor vessel with a nominal diameter of 12.2 m, which is about
twice the size of the reactor previously studied. It is noted that a circular
flat plate type of structure has an appeal from considerations of design
simplicity, fabricability, cost, and accessabil ity for in service inspection
(ISI). We decided to investigate the structural integrity of several flat
plate designs for this large loop system. We used the Argonne national Labor-
atory (AIJL) developed computer program NEPTUNE [2] to simulate the dynamic re-
sponse of the head closure to HCDA loads generated by a 1000 MJ source term.

Section 2 describes the salient features of the head closure. One design
was considered for the TRP and two designs were considered for the deck



structure. Section 3 gives a description of the primary vessel closure models

and their finite element discretizations. The results of our numerical simu-

lation are presented in Section 4, and finally, in Section 5 we present our

conclusions.

i

2. Head Closure Description

The reference reactor configuration for a large loop-type plant was de-

veloped by Atomics International (AI) and is shown in Fig. 1. The primary

vessel's head closure consisted of a deck and triple rotatable plug assem-

bly. The layout for this design is shown in Fig. 2. The deck is a large

annular structure that is supported at its outer diameter by the vessel flange

and a deck retainer plates as depicted in Fig. 3. The underside of the shoul-

der of the deck is seated on the vessel flange, and the top of the shoulder is

held down by the deck retainer plates. The deck retainer plates are designed

so that they fit into a circumferential grove in the vessel flange which pro-

vides resistance to vertical motion. Circumferential motion of the deck is

prevented by the lateral seismic restraint tabs of the retainer plates. Cir-

cumferential motion of the retainer plates, themselves, is precluded by pin-

ning the plates to the vessel flange. The deck contains several large pene-

trations for DRACS heat exchanges and flow control devices and these are lo-

cated as shown in Fig. 2. The deck provides support to the TRP assembly along

Its inner diameter.

The TRP design is essentially that of an up-sized CRBR plug assembly. It
consists of a large (LRP), intermediate (IRP), and small (SRP) plugs. All the
plugs are 0.61 m thick flat plates. Risers that contain the plug bearings and
HCDA seals were located along the deck-plug and plug-plug junctures. These
provide the load tran>. fer'path from plug-to-plug and TRP-to-deck for normal
downward loads (i.e., gravity loads). For accident upward loads (e.g., core
disruptive loads), shear keys are located at the junctures and provide the
major load transfer path between the deck and TRP and between adjacent plugs.

Two designs are considered for the deck. In the first design, which we

refer to as the reference design, the deck is a flat annular ring that is 0.61

m thick. In the alternate design, the reference design was reinforced by

adding (1) an extender cylinder with a flange and (2) flanged webs between the

deck-plate and cylinder. Figure 4 is a perspective view of the alternate

design.



3. Finite Element Model

A 180 degree finite element model of the reference design was developed

(Fig. 5). The model includes representations for the deck's large rotatable

plug, and a "combined" intermediate and small rotatable plugs. The plug-to-

plug and plug-to-deck junctures are modeled as sliding interfaces that cannot

transmit moments. Under the severe loading that the deck experiences during

slug impact, the retainer plate (Fig. 3) would not be capable of providing

much rotational resistance to the outer edge of the deck. It is anticipated

that significant localized plastic deformations would occur between the vessel

flange, deck shoulder, and retainer plates, and thus, it would probably act as

a simply supported boundary capable of undergoing radial motion as well as

rotation.
r"

Since the only difference between the reference design and the alternate

design was the deck structure, we constructed a 30-degree sector model of the

deck (Fig. 6). We felt that this sector model was adequate because the deck

responded in a fairly symmetric manner. •" The TRP was modelled as concentrated

masses located along the inner diameter of the deck.

The material used to construct the head assembly was specified as SA508

Class-2 steel. Table 1 shows its mechanical properties along with those of

Class 4 of SA508 steel; the Class-4 material has a higher yield and ultimate

stress than Class 2 and so would provide greater resistance to plastic flow.

The loading that is applied to the head was predicted by the two-dimen-
sional, axisymmetric ALICE-II code [3], which was also developed at ANL. That
phase of the investigation was reported by Wang et ai. [4]. The underside of
the head closure model is loaded by the spatial and time-dependent pressures
predicted by the ALICE code. The temporal evolution of the pressure at a
radius of 494 cm, for example, is presented in Fig. 7. For the model of the

•reference desi^i, pressure loading was applied to the underside of the deck
and TRPs. However, since the model for the alternate design did not include
an explicit TRP representation, we applied the pressure loading to the under-
side of the deck and an equivalent line load to the deck's inner diameter
which was based on the spatially integrated pressures that act or; the TRPs.



4. Results

The NEPTUNE computed response of our two models are here presented.

First we will discuss the response of the reference design and then that of

the alternate design.

The resulting deformed configuration of the head closure is shown in

F1gs. 8 and 9 at 45 ms and 90 ms, respectively, after slug impact for SA508

class 4 steel. The dashed lines in the above plots indicate the original po-

sition of the head structurp. It is seen that the deck deforms substantially

in the axial (vertical) direction. The peak vertical displacement at the

deck's inner diameter was 72.4 cm (28.5 in) and occurred at 87.7 ms. The max-

imum displacement of the large plug was 90.9 cm (35.8 in) and occurred at the

Intermediate-to-large plug juncture. It should be noted that the relative

axial displacement between the inner and outer junctures of the large plug was

18.5 cm (7.3 in). A feeling for the amount of vertical motion that the deck

undergoes can be gained by comparing the deformed mesh to the undeformed out-

line (i.e., the dashed line) in Figs. 8 and 9.

The top view of the deformed head is shown in Fig. 10 at 90 ms. The
juncture opening between the inner diameter of the deck- and the outer diameter
of the LRP is clearly visible. Also, the radial pull-in at the outer diameter
of the deck is indicated by the dashed line, which is the original position of
the deck's outer diameter. Recall that in this model the outer boundary of
the deck was allowed to move in the radial direction; circumferential motion
1s prevented by the tabs of the deck retainer plates. The numerical results
Indicate that the maximum radial movement was 7.13 cm (2.81 in) inward.

The first consequence of the deck's large distortions was that the shear
keys between the deck and LRP experienced significant radial separation.
Second, the seal ring at the deck-to-LRP juncture (Fig. 11) would break away
from the deck. This raised the possibility that the TRP would disengage from

' the deck, move upward, and create a large opening through which the sodium
escapes from the primary containment. However, if the plug was retained by
the deck, the large distortions at the junctures rendered the HCDA seals in-
effective during the slug loading interval. This would allow a large sodium
expulsion to occur at the deck-plug juncture and at the large-intermediate
plug juncture. More importantly the permanent set of the head did not allow
the head to recover so that the seals could reseat. Thus, a large sodium
expulsion also occurred after slug impact.



Another area of the HCOA scenario that our investigation identified as a

region for concern with the reference design is the post slug impact response

of the head closure. If the seal rings become disengaged or fail structurally

during the slug impact phase, they will not be able to support the TRPs during

the post-impact phase. That is to say, eventually, the deck must support the

TRPs to gravity loads. If the deck cannot accomplish this, the TRPs will drop

Into the vessel.

To quantify the effect that material upgrade has on the transient re-
sponse of the head, an additional computer run was made using the SA508 Class
2 material properties. The same pressure-loading history was used.

Our results show that a significant reduction in head deformation occurs

with increased yield strength. For both cases, the largest axial (vertical)

displacement occurred at the deck's inner diameter. The maximum vertical

displacement for Case No. 1 (Class 2) was 165.3 cm and occurred at 104 ms

after the initiation of the accident, while the maximum displacement for Case

No. 2 (Class 4) was only 72.4 cm and occurred at 87.7 ms. The maximum radial

movement of the deck was 16.3 cm for Case No. 1 and 7.13 cm for Case No. 2.

It should be pointed out that some regions of the head assembly underwent

plastic deformation in both cases. The higher yield stress of the Class 4

steel delays the materials entry into the plastic regime and, thus, maintains

a stiffer structure for a longer time. Also, the higher yield stress of the

Class 4 steel gives it the ability to absorb more energy than the Class 2

material at the same strain level.

For the alternate design, the results showed that this deck deforms sub-

stantially less than the original design. Specifically, the maximum vertical

displacement of the deck at its inner diameter was 2.5 cm (1 in). The de-

formed configuration at 37 ms after slug impact is shown in Fig. 12.

5. Concluding Remarks

An analysis of the dynamic response of two designs for a loop-type LMFBR
head closure to HCDA loading was performed. The head closure was designed as
a triple rotatable plug assembly that was supported by an annular deck struc-
ture. The difference between the two head closures was the design of the deck
structure.



Our investigation of the head closure indicated that large deflections of

the deck can occur during slug loading from a 1000 MJ event. We have shown

that these large displacements can be reduced by choosing a steel with a high

yield stres. Vie have also shown that these displacements can be greatly re-

duced by employing a deck that is designed to be stiff.

From our investigation of the dynamic response of two designs for a loop-

type LMFBR closure to HCDA loads, we concluded the following. To prevent a

breach in primary containment at the head closure, the deck's peak deflection

should be limited so that (1) the HCDA seals do not open and (2) the deck seal

ring should not break away from the deck. To accomplish this the deck should

be designed as a stiff structure. We also conclude that a stiff deck with

good ISI capability can be designed.
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2

2
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